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ark Knopfler was thrilled to duet with his guitar idol Hank Marvin.
The Dire Straits star grew up dreaming of being the lead guitarist in
Sir Cliff Richards’ backing band The Shadows - who has inspired the
likes of Queen’s Brian May, Eric Clapton, Neil Young and Jimmy Page

with his unique guitar-playing - and insisted on having his own red Fender
Stratocaster just like Marvin’s as a kid. And now he has finally realized his child-
hood aspiration, by featuring on a re-recording of ‘Wonderful Land’ by The
Shadows, a number one in 1962, and 1961’s ‘Nivram’ for Marvin’s 3CD greatest
hits LP ‘Gold’. Knopfler said: “When I was a kid all I wanted was a red electric
guitar. “It had to be red because of Hank and his magical sound.” Cliff and The
Shadows achieved a total of 43 Top 20 hit singles in a decade, and instrumental-
ists The Shadows achieved five number ones of their own, most famously
‘Apache’, which showcased the distinctive sound Marvin achieved using the
tremolo arm of his Stratocaster. As well as duets with Cliff, Brian May and

Duane Eddy on ‘Gold’, Marvin has re-released his impressive solo back cata-
logue.  Knopfler and Marvin both have in common success as solo artists and in
their respective groups. In November, the former released his ninth solo studio
album, ‘Down The Road Wherever’. The ‘Romeo and Juliet’ hitmaker previously
admitted it was the group’s difficult formative years which helped him to have
such a successful career, as it made him realize what he wanted to achieve. He
explained: “I used to hitchhike then, climbing up into lorry cabs with bags and
guitars. There was snow everywhere, and I got put off in the middle of the coun-
try somewhere - in the Midlands, I think - on a slip road off the motorway. I’m
standing up there, and there’s nobody. I can see 360 degrees for miles all
around, and there’s nothing moving, just the sun shining down on all this snow.
And I remember getting a very clear idea of what I’d decided I was going to do
with my life.”
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eorge Ezra treated his performance at
Glastonbury festival like “any other show”.
The ‘Shotgun’ hitmaker wowed the crowds
with a string of his famous hits during Friday’s

musical offerings at the famous festival and he has now
revealed the secret of his success this time around was
not to “overthink” it. He said: “My tactic this year has
been to treat it like any other show. In the past, I wouldn’t
have had a few drinks the night before a big show. But I
did and I just thought, ‘Well, actually, I love our set and I
love our band and there’s really not much to overthink
with an hour-long set.’ It’s really short. We call it the
power hour.” George particularly loves performing at
Glastonbury because it reminds him of the famous
Woodstock festival, where the music is part of something
bigger. He added to The Guardian newspaper: “When
you see old footage of Woodstock, all the people there
were in their own world. They were sat down, talking,
dancing. As a musician, you’re just one part of that.
Glastonbury is the only festival where it feels like, for the
audience, the event itself is so much more important than
a set. As a performer, it’s a really beautiful feeling to walk
on stage because it feels like you’re part of something ...
“Honestly, you just think, ‘It’s not about me today.’ There’s
hundreds of acts on. There are kids who will have their
minds blown by someone they’ve not even heard of yet.”

asey Affleck says his new film ‘Light of My
Life’ was inspired by his children.  The 43-
year-old actor-and-director recently helmed
and starred in the dystopian drama film -

which followed a father and his young daughter as they
become trapped in the woods in a post-pandemic world
where a disease has killed most of the planet’s women -
and confessed that the movie was heavily influenced by
his own children, Indiana, 15, and 11-year-old Atticus,
who he has with actress Summer Phoenix.  Speaking to
The Hollywood Reporter, he said: “So much of the film is
based on my experience as a parent.” Affleck - who is the
brother of Hollywood star Ben Affleck - went on to
explain that although the film wasn’t made as a comment
on environmental and social issues, he hopes the movie -
which also stars Anna Pniowsky, Tom Bower, Elisabeth
Moss and Hrothgar Mathews - will raise awareness of
current ecological concerns.  He said: “I am no quite that
ambition, but I do really believe in the power of art in
times like this. People keep making things and telling sto-
ries, whether they are political or not. It provokes, help-
ing conversations and brings people together.” The
‘Manchester by the Sea’ star also revealed that the film
would have been less “violent” had the plot seen men be
nearly irradiated.  He said: “It would be less violent.
Violence in the movie is always something [the main
character] is trying to keep at bay.” Affleck previously
confessed he was “naive” to think it would be easy to
direct the movie and admits he thought it wouldn’t be too
bad to take the helm of the movie because it was on a
“smaller scale”. He said: “I know. It is. I was naive enough
to think that this would be easy because it was a smaller
scale. It was hard but I would do it over and over again.” G

C
he ‘Carry On’ film series could be making a
return 27 years after the last film was released.
Film producer Brian Baker, 72, has spent
£500,000 purchasing the rights to sell ‘Carry

On’ related merchandise in an attempt to revive the com-
edy franchise by selling enough products to eventually
finance three new movies.  Baker bought the rights after
winning a legal battle against ITV in which a judge ruled
the network was not using the brand meaning its trade-
mark became invalid.  The last ‘Carry On’ movie to hit the
big screen was 1992’s ‘Carry On Columbus’ and the pro-
ducer has insisted he wishes to continue the legacy of the
films’ founder Peter Rogers.  Baker told the Daily Mail
newspaper: “This ruling means we can carry out Peter
Rogers’s legacy and get everything into gear.  The origi-
nal franchise ran from 1958 to 1978 - releasing 31 films
total - and although the new film will see the classic slap-
stick comedy of the series return, Baker confessed the
new series will be “a bit more politically correct”.  He
said: “We’ll be bringing together a new team of actors
with their own idiosyncrasies and personalities.  “They
will be adapted to bring it up to modern times. We’ll have
to be a bit more politically correct today.  The ‘Carry On’
film franchise carved the path for legendary stars such as
Dame Barbara Windsor, Sid James, Kenneth Williams,
Joan Sims and Leslie Phillips. An ITV Studios spokesper-
son added: “The ‘Carry On’ trademark is associated with
the classic Carry On films which ITV will continue to dis-
tribute. ITV has already provided Mr. Baker with a
license to use the ‘Carry On’ trademark for his new films.
This was provided in 2016.  “We know the British public
love ‘Carry On’ and we welcome working with anyone
interested in keeping this much loved brand alive.”
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race Jones has reportedly quit her cameo in
the new James Bond movie.  The 71-year-old
actress-and-singer played iconic villain May
Day in 1985’s ‘A View To A Kill’ opposite the

late Sir Roger Moore as 007 and was due to appear in
‘Bond 25’ to celebrate the milestone movie in the spy
franchise. However, Grace decided not to go ahead with
her appearance after being disappointed at the size of
her role following her arrival on set.  A source told The
Sun newspaper: “Grace’s 007 homecoming was meant to
be a real crowd-pleasing moment. Bosses were really
excited about landing her. Of course, she comes with a
reputation, so they organized premium accommodation
and rolled out the red carpet on set to make her feel wel-
come. “But it turns out Grace was expecting to play a
bigger role in the movie and took her brief cameo as a
slight. She was out of there quicker than it takes to rustle
up a martini.” The film will be Daniel Craig’s fifth and final
outing as 007 and the 51-year-old actor is currently film-
ing scenes in London following a short break after he had
“minor” surgery on an injured ankle in May. Craig suf-
fered the setback whilst shooting on location in Jamaica
but he spent the weekend in the UK capital filming across
a “number of London locations” including scenes behind
the wheel of an Aston Martin V8 car. A post made on the
official James Bond Twitter account (@007) read: “007
star Daniel Craig, director Cary Fukunaga and the
#Bond25 crew were out in the sunshine today shooting
across a number of London locations, including
Whitehall, where Daniel filmed a scene with a classic
@astonmartin V8, first seen in a Bond film in THE LIV-
ING DAYLIGHTS. (sic)”
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iona Shaw has joined the new Sherlock
Holmes film franchise. The 60-year-old
actress is set to star alongside Millie
Bobby Brown and Henry Cavill in a host

of movies based on Nancy Springer’s young adult
fiction book series ‘The Enola Holmes Mysteries’
with Harry Bradbeer at the helm. ‘The Enola Holmes
Mysteries’ tells the story of the titular teenage sis-
ter (Brown) of Sherlock Holmes (Cavill) and
Mycroft Holmes who is also a detective. There are
no details yet on who Shaw will play.  Jack Thorne
has penned the script for the new film and Helena
Bonham Carter has also joined the cast as Enola’s
mother. There are a total of six novels in the series,
‘The Case of the Missing Marquess’, ‘The Case of
the Left-Handed Lady’, ‘The Case of the Bizarre
Bouquets’, ‘The Case of the Peculiar Pink Fan’, ‘The
Case of the Cryptic Crinoline’ and ‘The Case of the
Gypsy Goodbye’. Brown, 13, developed a relation-
ship with Legendary Entertainment after recently
making her big screen debut as Madison Russell in
‘Godzilla: King of the Monsters’. Legendary are
producing with Brown and her sister Paige Brown
via the duo’s PCMA Productions shingle. Shaw
recently appeared in Phoebe Waller-Bridge’s BAF-
TA-winning spy thriller series ‘Killing Eve’ as the
head of the Russia Section at MI6, Carolyn
Martens, alongside Jodie Comer as psychopathic
assassin Villanelle and Sandra Oh as agent Eve
Polastri.  Shaw recently credited the hit show’s suc-
cess to having three strong female leads who don’t
rely on their “husbands or sons” while admitting it
was refreshing not to play a moralistic character.
She said: “We’ve all been brought up on endless
boys doing this work and enjoying them, so it’s fan-
tastic to have three people who are female running
the good and bad of this world.  “It’s a joy not to
play plain virtue. Women often play virtue and it’s
very nice to not necessarily be good, and not nec-
essarily be bad. The three women are not tied to a
home or to husbands or sons.”

ulianne Moore doesn’t feel like she has any
control over her creative choices.  The 58-
year-old actress confessed that throughout
her career she’s gone “job to job” without fol-

lowing any specific “trajectory” and feels that whenever
she finishes working on a film she goes “back to zero”.
When asked at the Karlovy Vary Film Festival at what
point in her career she felt she began to have choice over
her creative choices, she said: “How about never? I
would like to think that there’s sort of a trajectory that we
can all follow, where you’re like, ‘Now it’s OK.’ “I don’t
know that any of us feels that way. I think particularly
when you’re a freelancer, as all of us are, you really just
go from job-to-job. Once a job finishes, you feel like
you’re kind of back at zero. Now it’s time to find some-
thing else and work on that.” The ‘Still Alice’ star’s love of
acting was fostered in childhood through her love of
reading and make believe and although at the time she
didn’t think those pastimes would lead her anywhere she
know realizes they were vital to her making it in
Hollywood. She said: “I was one of those kids - I wasn’t
athletic, I didn’t have a lot of hobbies. I liked to pretend,
and I liked to read. And I didn’t think those two things
would lead me anywhere professionally, but when I start-
ed doing plays after school ... I felt like I was inside the
book.  “And I still feel that way when I make a film: I feel
like I crawl inside the story. I always tell our children,
‘Follow your interests, because you don’t know where
they’ll lead you.’ I never imagined that my interest in lan-
guage and story would lead me to cinema. And it has.”-
Bang Showbiz
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